Wilson Primary School Homework Grid
Weekly Homework:

Reading

Topic:
Literacy &
Communication

Year: 5

Term: Spring
Spelling

Times table

Learning Opportunities
I wonder what life is like in
Greece?
Make a travel brochure about
Greece Where would you travel
to? Where would you stay? What
could you do while you were
there? Use pictures with lots of
facts and information.

I wonder how school has changed?
Interview a family member about
their time at school- record or write
what they say.

(Maths, thinking skills,
Logic, Problem solving)

I wonder what Ancient Greek
buildings looked like?
Research Greekarchitecture and
labelthe feature
eg:columns.Research
Greekrepeating patternsthen
create some ofyour own.

I wonder how far it is from
Reading to Athens?
Calculate the distance in miles and
then convert it into Kilometeres.
Which capital cities in Europe are
closer to use than Athens?

I wonder how much metal is needed
to arm an army?
Estimate how many weapons were used
in a Greek battle by finding out how
many soldiers were involved.

Science and the
Outside
environment(Science,

I wonder what our galaxy looks
like?
Create a model or diagram of
the planets in our solar system.

I wonder what is the best way to
keep fit and healthy?
Design a healthy eating and fitness
plan for an Ancient Greek soldier.

I wonder how the Greeks added to
our knowledge about the stars?
Find out about star
patterns/constellations and their
origins.

I wonder what it means to be
a good friend?
Create a list of qualities- ask
your own friends and family what
they think.

I wonder how large the Greek
Empire was?
Research the areas that were in the
Ancient Greek Empire.

I wonder why different
national anthems are chosen?
Listen to different national
anthems from around the world.
Create your own national anthem.

I wonder what is the best way to
make a helmet?
Research different helmets, their
materials etc.
Make your own helmet.

I wonder what life was like for
children in the past?
Research what it was like for
children in Ancient Sparta or
Athens and write an
information poster all about
it. You can either use ICT orpaper.
I wonder what our values look like?
Choose one of our values and
create/paint/draw a picture of what it
means to you.

(Speaking and listening,
language and literacy)

Maths & Problem
Solving

PE, Healthy lifestyles, Eco
issues and investigation)

Humanities and
Citizenship
(RE, History, Geography,
Moral & Social and
Economic Awareness)

Creative Arts
(Art, Design & technology,
Music, Drama & Dance)

I wonder…

I wonder what it was like for slaves
in Ancient Greece?
Imagine you are a slave and write a
diary entry describing your day/week.

I wonder if I could teach
somebody what I know about
French?
Teach somebody at home about the
vocabulary and conversations we
have learnt in school.

ICT will be used where appropriate in all subjects

Remember to choose at least x1 activity from each row.
Homework needs to be completed and ready to present to your Class and Teacher on: Monday3rd April

I wonder how our currency has
changed?
Research what the Ancient Greeks
used for money and compare with our
currency now.Imagine you own a
store in Ancient Greekcity-state.
What thingswill you stock and how
much will you charge?
I wonder how gravity effects
objects?
Create an investigation looking at
which objects drop to the ground
quicker. Can you explain why this is
happening?
I wonder what it means to
perservere?
Write a story about someone that
never gives up

I wonder how the Ancient Greeks
performed?
Create a play for your family at
home. Think about costumes, and the
story- maybe you could link it to our
work on myths.
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